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Presentation outline


My origins: the university and the research team



Drinking water for Athens: diagnosis of the management problem



Some philosophical aspects of water resources modelling



A methodological framework for the analysis and management of
complex water resource systems



From theory to practice: providing decision support for the water
supply system of Athens



Software demonstration

This presentation is available on-line at:
http://www.itia.ntua.gr/en/docinfo/1095/
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National Technical University of Athens (NTUA)


The oldest (founded in 1832) and most prestigious educational institution of
Greece in the field of technology; also closely linked with Greece's resist for
independence, democracy and social progress.



In Greek, is called Ethnicon Metsovion Polytechneion, i.e. National Metsovion
Polytechnic (to honour several benefactors from Metsovo, a small town in the
region of Epirus, who made substantial donations in the 19th century).



NTUA is now divided into nine academic Schools. Its academic staff includes
more than 700 people, while the total number of employees (administrative,
technical and research staff) is about 1350. The total number of undergraduate
students is about 8500 and postgraduate 1500.
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ITIA research team (www.itia.ntua.gr)

ITIA research team, comprising 24
members (academic staff, research
assistants, PhD students), under Prof.
D. Koutsoyiannis (from 1986)
ITIA = willow tree (not an acronym)

Repository containing 1100 research
documents (papers, presentations,
project reports, lecture notes, theses,
books, engineering studies)
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The hydrological “paradox” of Greece






While Western Greece is
very prosperous in
water recourses (wet
climate, mountainous
topography), it is
weakly developed.
Eastern Greece attracts
most of the population
(~40% in Athens) and
the economic activities,
but is poor in water, due
to its semi-arid
hydroclimatic regime.

Mean annual
rainfall (mm)

Metsovo

Athens

Large transfer projects
are essential to restore
both water and energy
“equilibrium”.
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The water supply system of Athens (~ 4000 km2)
Evinos (2000)

Hylike (1953)
Boreholes
(1990)

Marathon (1932)

Mornos (1980)
River basins
Lakes - reservoirs
Boreholes
Pumping stations

NTUA Campus

Channels - pipes
Water treatment
Athens and
surroundings
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Providing drinking water to Athens: Evolution of
annual demand, population and water recourses
500
3 027 000

3 163 000

3

Annual water consumption (hm )

450

3 071 000

400

2 540 000

350
300

1 831 000

250

1 379 000

200

1987-1994: Severe
drought; reservoir
recourses almost
drained, water
consumption
reduced by 30%

1 124 000

150802 000
100
50
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Management challenges and complexity issues (1)








Multiple and conflicting performance criteria:


Preservation of very high reliability level for Athens (up to 99%);



Minimization of energy consumption due to pumping through Hylike and boreholes,
thus minimizing the operation cost of the hydrosystem.

Multiple water uses and constraints:


Water supply of local communities and agricultural uses;



Environmental constraints (preservation of ecological flow);



Minimum and maximum storage controls for reservoirs (Mornos, Evinos, Marathon).

Multiple sources of uncertainty:


Hydro-climatic uncertainty (chaotic thus unpredictable processes);



Evolution of demand for the various water uses;



Evolution and functionality of critical components of the network.

Multiple water allocation options:


Multiple water recourses (four reservoirs, five borehole groups);



Multiple conveyance paths, each with different cost;



Multiple connections between the four water treatment plants.
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Management challenges and complexity issues (2)




Multiple cases of water losses:


Significant leakage from Hylike, reaching almost half of its storage during a year (karst
background);



Non-negligible losses due to spill (Evinos) and evaporation (Mornos, Hylike);



Significant leakage along both open channels and pressured pipes.

Multiple environmental impacts:


The flow downstream of the Mornos and Marathon dams is interrupted, since there
are no facilities for ecological release;



The use of the boreholes in the middle course of Boeoticos Kephisos basin for water
supply instead for irrigation causes social pressures from farmers;



Intensive pumping drastically affects the karst aquifer dynamics and can even
interrupt the flow through the neighbouring karst springs, which account for 15% of
the runoff to Hylike;



Groundwater abstractions around Hylike result to increased leakages.

Non-typical
management
problem …

… requires
sophisticated
models …

… to provide
optimized
results…
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… to be
implemented
in practice
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Philosophical dilemmas in water resources
modelling
1.

System-wide vs. empirical management

2.

Holistic (integrated) vs. monomeric modelling

3.

Top-down (macroscopic) vs. bottom-up overview

4.

Conceptual vs. physically-based representation of complex processes

5.

Parsimonious vs. high-dimensional mathematical structures

6.

Models supported by data vs. data-driven (i.e. black-box) models

7.

Accepting and describing uncertainty (stochastic models) vs. ignoring
uncertainty (deterministic models)

8.

Resolving conflicts vs. seeking for globally optimal solutions

9.

Interpreting results on the basis of engineering experience vs.
applying results obtained by automatic algorithms

10. Providing decision-support vs. predicting future decisions
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Keyword 1: Holistic






Conjunctive representation of all
essential components of the system
under study;

Keyword 2: Parsimony


Reasonable data requirements;



Accounting for main interactions
and feedbacks (surface water vs.
groundwater, natural systems vs.
human-modified systems);

Reasonable spatial resolutions,
given that a perfect description of
heterogeneity is rather utopian;



Maintenance of an analogous level
of detail in the mathematical
description of the multiple
modelling components;

Simple yet realistic assumptions
regarding the mathematical
structures, thus avoiding too
complicated conceptualizations;



Use of as few parameters as
possible in optimizations;



Non-parsimony results both in
increased uncertainty as well as
increased (and often impractical)
computational effort (the curse of
dimensionality).



Exploitation of any kind of
knowledge (data and experience);



Effective combination of different
methodological approaches;



On-line integration of all
algorithmic procedures into a
unique modelling environment.
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Keyword 3: Stochastic (simulation)


Uncertainty is inherent in hydroclimatic processes due to their chaotic
structure; even if measuring and modelling errors (known as “epistemic”
uncertainty) are eliminated, deterministic predictions remain a myth.



A specific water management policy is linked to a specific risk (i.e. failure
probability) – zero risk does not exist.



In complex systems, the evaluation of risk cannot be obtained through typical
statistical approaches, i.e. by assigning probability functions for its responses,
since the latter are decision-related.



Stochastic (Monte Carlo) simulation is a powerful numerical technique,
appropriate for complex systems, whose study based on analytical methods is
laborious or even impossible.



In practice, stochastic simulation comprises a three-phase procedure:


Generation of synthetic forcing time series, using a stochastic model that reproduces
the statistical characteristics of the observed ones;



Running a (deterministic) model with synthetic inputs (forcing data) to represent
the dynamics of the system under study;



Statistical analysis of the model outputs to interpret the system responses in
probabilistic terms.
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Outline of the parameterization – simulation –
optimization framework
Global
optimisation

Historical timeseries, Χ

The optimized
performance of the
system depends on:








the statistical
characteristics of
the observed
hydrological data;
the parameters
describing the
rainfall-runoff
mechanisms;
the constant
properties of the
hydrosystem (e.g.
hydraulic data);
the optimized
parameters of the
management policy
(control variables).

Sample
statistics, s(Χ)

Randomness, ω

Conceptual model
parameters, θ(Χ)

Stochastic model
parameters, µ(s)

Stochastic hydrologic
simulation model

Synthetic rains,
Ri (µ, ω)

Synthetic inflows,
Ii (µ, ω)

Deterministic
hydrological model

Hydrosystem
simulation model

Synthetic inflows,
Ii (µ, θ, ω)

Global
optimisation

System constants, λ
(topology, hydraulic
structures, targets,
constraints, priorities)

System outputs
Ζi (Ii, λ, u, θ)

Control variables, u
(describing the water
management)

Sample performance
measure, Li (Zi) (cost,
reliability, safe yield)

Network
optimisation

i = 1, …, n
max J (u)

Performance
measure
Performance measure,
J
(Χ,
λ,
u,
ω
)
= EΕ (Lji)
J (s, θ, λ, u) =
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Global
optimisation
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Architecture of the decision support system (DSS)
for the management of Athens water supply
Peripheral nodes for data control
Evinos

Mornos

Hylike

Hydrometeorological
gauges and
telemetric network

Marathon

Generation of synthetic
hydrological time
series (CASTALIA)
Database
and GIS

Conjunctive
hydrological and
groundwater modelling
(HYDROGEIOS)

Simulation and
optimization of water
resource system
(HYDRONOMEAS)
Data processing and
management
(HYDROGNOMON)

Notice: The DSS was developed during 1999-2003 and upgraded during 2008-2010
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Schematization of the water resource system

Representation of the water resource system in the graphical environment of Hydronomeas
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Task 1: Generation of hydrological inputs

System inputs are the
synthetic time series of
runoff, rainfall (inflows)
and evaporation (losses)
for each reservoir

Note: Historical hydrological records
are too short to estimate probabilities
up to 99% through enumeration; this
requires samples of thousands of
years length (e.g. about 10 000 years,
for achieving accuracy of 1%)
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Requirements for the stochastic model (Castalia)
Multivariate stochastic modelling, to represent multiple processes at multiple
locations that are inherently correlated;
Preservation of marginal statistics up to third order (asymmetry);
Preservation of temporal and spatial correlations;
Multiple time scales of preservation, from annual (preservation of over-year
scaling, i.e. the Hurst phenomenon) to monthly (preservation of periodicity);
Operation in steady-state simulation mode (synthetic series of very long
horizon) and forecast mode, conditioned to present and past data (terminating
simulation; “ensemble” series, representing multiple hydrological scenarios for
relatively small horizons).







300

20-year
moving
average

Annual
mean

250

Beginning
of forecast
horizon

200

Historical
mean

Mean
forecast

150
100
50
0
0

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

900

Annual time series for steady-state simulation

1000

Monthly time series for terminating simulation
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Representing the Hurst-Kolmogorov behaviour



Persistent droughts and changing climate are
typical aspects of this behaviour, which is crucial
to be represented in water management models.
The Hurst-Kolmogorov dynamics, explained
through the principle of maximum entropy, is
easily formulated in terms of the variance and
autocorrelation of the stochastic process.
Sample autocorrelogram of
Hylike rain

Long-tailed autocorrelation
function assigned
to the modelled
stochastic process

1200

Hylike rain

1100
Annual rainfall to Hylike (mm)



Historical data exhibit peculiarities, such as
fluctuations at multiple scales and trends, which
cannot be represented through short-memory
schemes, such as ARMA-type models.

1000
900
800
700
600
500
400
300

Marathon rain

1000

Annual rainfall to Marathon (mm)



900
800
700
600
500
400
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2007-08

1997-98

1987-88

1977-78

1967-68

1957-58

1947-48

1937-38

1927-28

1917-18

1907-08

300

Coupling stochastic models for annual and
monthly scales
Step 4 (output):
Adjusted
monthly series
Linearcoupling
coupling
Linear
transformation
transformation
*
(Z––ZZ*)*)
XXs s==XXs*s ++hh(Z
Z

Step 1 (input):
Generation of annual
series using a moving
average model, with
given auto-covariance
structure

Xs*
Consistent

Consistent

Xs

Z*

Step 2 (input): Generation
of auxiliary monthly series,
using the PAR(1) model
Xs = as Xs – 1 + bs Vs

Step 3: Aggregation
of monthly series to
the annual time scale

Matrix b preserves
both skewness and
cross-correlations,
through optimization
(decomposition
problem; b bT = c)
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Iterative (Monte
Carlo) procedure
to ensure the
smallest departure
between Z and Z*
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Task 2: Establishment of a systematic control
policy for reservoirs and boreholes

Operation rules
to determine
the desirable
releases from
reservoirs

Activation
thresholds for
boreholes
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Operation rules for multi-reservoir systems


The rules are nomographs that
specify the desirable allocation of
reservoir resources and the
corresponding releases on a
monthly basis, as function of:


the estimated total storage of the
system at the end of month;



the capacities of all reservoirs
(physical constraints);








any other kind of storage
constraints, imposed by the user.

Reservoir
capacity, ki

700
600
500

si* = g(ai, bi, ki, v)

400

Target
storage, si*

300
200

Total system
storage, v

100
0
0

200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Since inflows are projected through simulation, the target releases are easily
estimated, on the basis on the actual storages and the total water demand.
The rules are mathematically expressed using two parameters per reservoir,
thus ensuring a parsimonious parameterization of the related optimization
problem, where their values depend on the statistical characteristics of inflows.
In contrast, linear or dynamic programming approaches would require
plethora of decision variables, the number of which depend on the control
horizon, while their values depend on the sequence of inflows.
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Activation thresholds for groundwater control






In the water supply system of Athens, groundwater are assumed auxiliary
resources, which are typically activated in case of emergency.
There are more than a hundred boreholes, which are grouped into five clusters
to represent combined abstractions from broader aquifer areas.
The management policy is specified on the basis of two threshold-type
parameters per borehole group, i.e. an upper and a lower bound, which
express the percentage of total actual reservoir resources to the total capacity.
In this context:
 when the filling ratio of the reservoirs exceeds the upper threshold, the
borehole group is not activated;
 when the filling ratio of the reservoirs is below the lower threshold, the
group is activated by priority, without accounting for energy costs;
 in intermediate states, the group is either activated or not, depending on
the minimization of the total energy consumption across the hydrosystem.
Different threshold values are assigned to the five borehole groups of Athens,
thus specifying a desirable hierarchy in their use.
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Task 3: Optimal allocation of actual fluxes
Restricted
discharge
capacity

∅
Targets with
different
priorities

Cost due to
pumping
What
about
spill?

¥

?
Alternative
flow paths

The target releases may differ from
the real ones, due to at least one of the
following reasons:
• insufficient discharge capacity of
the downstream network;
• alternative flow paths;
• multiple and even conflicting uses
and constraints to be fulfilled;
• insufficient storage to satisfy all
demands or insufficient reservoir
capacity to store all flood runoff.
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A graph optimization approach to the flow
allocation problem


The real-world system is described through a conceptual graph, whose dummy
properties are conveyance capacities and unit costs.



All hydrosystem fluxes are represented as control variables of a network linear
programming (NLP) problem, whose objective is the minimization of the total
transportation cost through the graph.



Artificial costs are set either to prohibit undesirable fluxes (positive costs) or to
force the model fulfilling water demands for various uses (negative costs).



Real costs are expressed in energy terms, by means of specific energy (kWh/m3).



The assignment of unit costs, real and artificial, is based on a recursive
algorithm that implements the following requirements:





strict satisfaction of all physical constraints (storage and flow capacities);



satisfaction of demands and constraints, preserving their hierarchy;



minimization of departures between actual and target abstractions;



minimization of total energy consumption.

The specific mathematical structure of NLP allows for using accurate and
exceptionally fast solvers.
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Representation of an elementary water resource
system as NLP model

Flow capacity, dc
Leakage percentage, δ
Specific energy, e

Borehole

3
Demand
node

Demand, d

Dead volume link (dv, - c1)

c 3)
,
(∞

Leakage link (δ dc, κ)
g
Groundwater
storage link (g, 0)
2

)
c, e
δd

Pumping
capacity, g

c

Storage link (k, 0)

–
(dc

4
Junction

2

b

k
lin

Minimum
discharge
target, qmin

Spill link (∞, c1)

(∞,
0)

w
Flo

Pumping station

(r*, - c3)

1

a

Min. flow link (qmin, - c2’)

Reservoir

Dead volume, dv
Net capacity, k
Actual storage, s
Net inflow, i
Target release, r*

Accounting node
y = - (s + i + g)

s+i

Demand link (d, - c2)
4

3

Junction

Demand
node
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In parenthesis
are shown the
flow capacity
and unit cost
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Task 4: Evaluation and optimization of the
hydrosystem operation policy

Water balance
for all system
components

Annual energy
consumption and
related cost for all
borehole groups
Annual energy
consumption and
related cost for all
pumping stations

Failure
probability
against all
demands and
constraints

Statistical
predictions
for all fluxes
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Simulation results

Water and energy balance
for all system components
(mean monthly values and
standard deviations)

Time-distribution of failure
probability (terminating simulation)

Prediction limits for
reservoir storage and level
(terminating simulation)
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Problem statement: estimation of the mean
annual energy consumption and the
related cost, for a given annual demand
and a given reliability level.
Control variables were the six parameters
of the operation rules for Mornos, Evinos
and Hylike, while the borehole thresholds
were manually specified.
Formulated as a non-linear (global)
optimization problem of two criteria, i.e.
minimization of energy and preservation
of the desirable reliability level.
The two criteria were evaluated through
steady-state simulation, using 2000 years of
synthetic hydrological data.
Practical interest: assessing the full (i.e.
financial and environmental) cost of water.

140

Reliability 95%

120

Reliability 97%

100

Reliability 99%

80
60
40

Demand
vs. energy

20
0
9.0300

Mean annual pumping cost (Meuros)



Mean annual energy consumption (GWh)

Practical issue 1: Appraisal of energy cost against
demand and reliability

8.0
7.0
6.0

325
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400
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450

475
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3
For
99%95%
Reliability
Annual
demand
for water supply (hm )
reliability,
the
Reliability 97%
safe
yield99%
is
Reliability
3
415 hm

5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0

Demand
vs. cost

1.0
0.0
300

325

350
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400
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500

3

Annual demand for w ater supply (hm )
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Practical issue 2: Potential of existing resources




Problem statement: estimation of the
theoretical safe abstraction from water
resources for 99% reliability, assigning
unlimited flow capacity to the network,
for various borehole operation policies.

Mornos
Hylike

Practical interest: assessing the limits
of the actual resources, for the longterm planning of new projects.

Evinos

Borehole operation policy

Intensive

Normal

Limited

No pumping

Upper usage threshold (%)

80

40

20

0

Lower usage threshold (%)

50

25

10

0

Safe abstraction for water supply (hm3)

610.0

560.0

510.0

430.0

Average abstraction from Mornos (hm3)

330.4

400.9

378.1

340.1

Average abstraction from Hylike (hm3)

183.6

140.6

128.8

93.5

Average abstraction from boreholes (hm3)

101.0

23.5

8.0

0.0

Average losses due to leakage (hm3)

82.7

113.8

125.4

143.9

Safe inflow to Athens (hm3)

530.7

487.2

443.7

374.1

Average energy consumption (GWh)

220.7

120.1

98.9

66.1
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Below this
limit, Hylike
should be
used by
priority
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Task 5: Assessment of the impacts from the
operation of Boeoticos Kephisos boreholes

?

Water
supply
boreholes

Unknown and
extended underground
losses, conducted
Hylike and the sea

?
Pumping
conveyed to
Athens (output)
Mavroneri
springs
Water supply
boreholes

Distomo
aqueduct

?

Unknown abstractions,
from conjunctive surface
and groundwater resources

Basin runoff
diverted to
Hylike (input)

Not just a management problem but a
combined hydrological, hydrogeological
and water management problem!
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The HYDROGEIOS modelling framework
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Pumping,
river infiltration

Surface runoff

Surface hydrology module
Real evapoPrecipitation, potential
transpiration
 Semi-distributed schematization;
evapotranspiration
 Conceptualization through two interconnected
UnderSurface
hydrology
tanks, representing the surface processes;
Surface hydrology
ground
model
model
 Model inputs: daily precipitation and potential
losses
precipitation (PET) data, varying per sub-basin;
Percolation
 Parameterization through the hydrological
Groundwater
response unit (HRU) concept;
Groundwater
model
model
 Model outputs: evapotranspiration, percolation
and runoff, transferred to the sub-basin outlet.
Spring flows,
Groundwater module
cell levels
 Finite-volume approach, aquifer discretization
to a limited number of polygonal cells of
flexible shape;
Water
Water
Demand
management
 Darcian representation of the flow field;
management
data
model
model
 Stress data: percolation, infiltration, pumping;
 Model outputs: cell levels, spring runoff;
Water allocation module
Hydrosystem fluxes
(river and aqueduct
 Extension of the NLP approach, to also
flows, abstractions)
embrace the river network components.
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Modelling the Boeoticos Kephisos basin
Hydrological
response units

River network, subbasins and springs

Product of three
permeability
and two terrain
slope classes
Virtual cells,
accounting for
underground
losses

Groundwater
cells and wells

Basinarea:
area:1956
1956km
km2 2
Basin
Meanaltitude:
altitude:481
481m
m
Mean
Maincourse
courselength:
length:102
102km
km
Main
Meanannual
annualrainfall:
rainfall:875
875mm
mm
Mean
Meanannual
annualrunoff:
runoff:146
146mm
mm(after
(after
Mean
abstractions;50%
50%isisthe
thebaseflow)
baseflow)
abstractions;
Majorgeological
geologicalformation:
formation:
Major
limestone,atatmost
mostkarstified
karstified(40%)
(40%)
limestone,
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Estimation of model parameters on the basis of
multiple fitting criteria




Since the total number of parameters is 52 (36 for the surface model and 16 for the
groundwater model), it is crucial to introduce multiple criteria, in order to respect
the principle of parsimony thus reducing uncertainty.
Criteria used in calibration (control period 1984-1994):







Efficiency of observed runoff at the basin outlet and downstream of six karst springs;
Additional criteria for reproducing spring flow intermittency (easily observable
information of major interest in water management);
Penalty functions to prohibit unrealistic water level “trends”, indicating systematic
evacuation or filling of groundwater tanks (piezometric data has no sense at such scales;
yet these empirical criteria prohibit from illogical fluctuations of the model internal
variables, i.e. groundwater storages).

Hybrid calibration (weighted objective function)





Step-by-step optimization of relatively small groups of parameters;
Manual rejection of solutions performing poorly against even one criterion (either in
calibration or in validation) or providing unreasonable parameter values;
Very effective while particularly time-consuming strategy, primarily driven by the
hydrological experience.
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Practical issue 3: How sustainable is the
exhaustive use of boreholes?

8.0
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Apr-92
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5.0
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1.5

Oct-90

4.0
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2.0

Apr-88

3.0

Oct-87

2.5

Apr-87

2.0

Oct-86

3.0
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1.0

Oct-85

3.5
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0.0

Parori boreholes (m 3/s)

Sim. discharge (no pumping)
Pumping through Vassilika-

Sim. discharge (under pumping)

4.0

Oct-84

(m3/s)

Discharge at Mavroneri springs

Obs. discharge (under pumping)

Oct-89



Apr-89



Most of the water supply boreholes of Athens were drilled within the frame of
emergent measures taken during the persistent drought from 1988 to 1994.
The most important were drilled in the middle course of Boeoticos Kephisos
basin, close to the karst springs of Mavroneri, accounting for 15% of the basin
runoff, which is turn is diverted to Hylike.
Due to the considerable reduction of rainfall and the intense pumping, the flow
of Mavroneri springs was twice interrupted during 1990 and 1993, thus resulting
to severe social and environmental problems.

Oct-88
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Stochastic simulation of the basin under
alternative water supply policies
No pumping
8.0
7.0



4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

Oct-14

Oct-15

Oct-16

Oct-17

Oct-18

Oct-19

Oct-14

Oct-15

Oct-16

Oct-17

Oct-18

Oct-19

Oct-13

Oct-12

8.0

Oct-11

0.0

Intensive pumping

7.0
6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
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Oct-13

0.0
Oct-12



5.0

Oct-11



6.0

Oct-10



Terminating simulation; generation of 100
synthetic rainfall scenarios, of 10-year length.
Two extreme management scenarios are examined,
with regard to the operation of the water supply
boreholes at the middle course of the basin,
assuming (a) zero pumping, and (b) intensive
pumping, during the 10-year control period.
Regarding irrigation, the actual demand was
assigned to the seven agricultural areas.
Under the intensive abstraction policy, there is a
progressive decrease of the spring outflow, which
indicates that, in a long-term perspective, the
intensive use of the boreholes for the water supply
of Athens is not sustainable.
Practical interest: evaluation of safe groundwater
yield; estimation of environmental impacts and
related costs, under specific pumping policies.

Oct-10



Simulated discharge at
Mavroneri springs (mean
and 80% prediction limits)
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Task 6: Global optimization through the
evolutionary annealing-simplex algorithm


Motivation




Heuristic algorithm that joins ideas from different approaches (genetic algorithms,
simulated annealing, downhill simplex), in order to both ensure effectiveness (i.e.
accuracy in locating the optimum) and efficiency (i.e. algorithmic speed);

Main concepts










An random population of points is generated within the search space;
The search space comprises internal boundaries, corresponding to user-defined
limits (prior uncertainty), and external boundaries, corresponding strict
mathematical limits of the control variables;
The population is evolved through both local and global transition rules;
A simplex searching pattern implements local search, while global search is
implemented through mutation;
All transition rules embed randomness, since they contain a stochastic component;
Both downhill and uphill moves can be accepted according to a modified objective
function g(x) = f(x) + r T, where f(x) is the original function to minimize, r is a unit
random number and T a “temperature” term;
An adaptive annealing “cooling” schedule regulates the “temperature” of the
system, which determines the degree of randomness through evolution.
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Synopsis of the modelling framework


Model schematisation through a network-type representation of the
hydrosystem components;



Parameterisation of processes and controls on the basis of parsimonious
structures, which are consistent with the available data;



Conjunctive representation of hydrological and anthropogenic processes;



Recognition of uncertainty and quantification of system risks through
stochastic simulation;



Representation of the Hurst-Kolmogorov behaviour in the modelled
hydroclimatic processes;



Faithful description of system operation and handling of all constraints
through a network linear optimization approach;



Use of effective and efficient optimization techniques to provide rational
results, with reasonable computational effort;



Formulation of calibration and optimal control problems within a multicriteria framework.



Interpretation of model results to provide pragmatic solutions in real-world
problems.
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Greek glossary used






























Academic
Acronym
Agriculture
Analogous
Analysis
Anthropogenic
Architecture
Arithmetic
Atmosphere
Automatic
Asymmetry
Basis
Bibliography
Chaos
Characteristic
Climate
Code
Cost
Crisis
Criterion
Critical
Critique
Cycle
Democracy
Diachronic
Diagnosis
Diagram
Dilemma
Dramatic































Drastic
Dynamic
Economy
Ecology
Electricity
Emphasis
Empirical
Energy
Entropy
Ephemeral
Epistemic
General
Genetic
Generation
Geography
Geology
Geometry
Glossary
Graph
Graphical
Heterogeneity
Heuristic
Hierarchy
Historical
Holistic
Horizon
Hybrid
Hydrology
Hydraulics

































Hydrometric
Hydrograph
Hypothesis
Logical
Macroscopic
Mathematics
Matrix
Mechanism
Meteorology
Meter
Method
Metrics
Metropolitan
Monomeric
Morphological
Myth
Neural
Nomograph
Paradigm
Paradox
Parallel
Parameter
Parenthesis
Peripheral
Periodicity
Phase
Phenomenon
Philosophy
Piezometric
Plethora
Policy
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Polygonal
Polytechnic
Practice
Pragmatic
Problem
Programming
Physical
Physiographic
Schematization
Scheme
Series
Sophisticated
Static
Statistics
Stochastic
Strategy
Symbol
Synthetic
Synoptic
System
Systematic
Technique
Technology
Telemetric
Theory
Thesis
Topography
Topology
Type
Typical
Utopian
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